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FROM THE EDITOR

The Queen’s Illogical English
JACK WOODALL
Have you ever considered the number
of words in the English language that
are supposedly the opposites of words
that do not in fact exist? Take uncouth
as an example. The only use of Couth
I’ve ever come across was the title of a
University literary magazine.
A girl who has just broken up with her
boyfriend maybe disturbed, distressed,
even distraught. But when they make
up again, is she “turbed”, “tressed” or
“traught”? She can’t be, because there
are no such words. Then there’s disgruntled. Have you ever heard of a
“gruntled” person – presumably someone who oozes sweetness and joy?
You may once have disdained to dispute with a dissident, but you have certainly never “dained” to “pute” with a
“sident”.
An antonym is a word with contrary
meaning to another. So if the antonym
of dissuade is persuade, then why
aren’t “persolute”, “persent” and “persipate” the antonyms of dissolute, dissent and dissipate? A person who was
appointed to a post and later sacked
has not been “disappointed” from that
post -- although their acute disappointment may have been the result. You

can disburse money but not burse it,
be disconsolate when asked to discard
an item but never “consolate” when
told you can “card” it after all. When a
discrepancy is found in the accounts
and fixed, that does not result in their
“crepancy”. If you are against racial
discrimination, does that mean you are
for racial “crimination”?
When you smell the foul stench of
Guanabara bay on your way to Galeão
you may be disgusted, but when you
sniff at a sweet-smelling rose you are
not “gusted”. And after fighting your
way through the crush at Terminal 1 you
may emerge dishevelled and discombobulated, but once settled into your
seat on board are you finally “hevelled”
and “combobulated”? No, no and no,
because there are no such words.
Look at the “in” words: intransigent
and inept, for example. Neither “transigent” nor “extransigent”,” ept” or
“exept” exist. Then think of the reverse
– exile is not the antonym of “ile” or
“inile”; and extract – why doesn’t it
mean the same as distract? – and
exempt are not the opposites of
“intract”, “empt” or “inempt” (no such
words either).
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Next, the “out” words. There is outbreak but not inbreak, outcast but not
incast, outcry is not the antonym of cry,
nor outfall of fall. Outings have nothing to do with innings, nor outlay with
inlay, outgoings with goings. Outcome
is not the antonym of come or income,
nor outlive of live, outpouring of pouring, outright of right, outrage of rage,
outset of inset, outskirts of skirts, outspoken of spoken.
Then take “dis”. Tort is not the opposite of distort, nor “mantle”, “may”,
“miss”,
“parage”, “pel”, “pense”,
“pose” or “rupt” the reverse of those
words when they begin with “dis”.
Many of the “de” words are nonsensical opposites. Deport is not the opposite of a kind of wine or harbour, and
if “to part” is to leave, then depart
should mean arrive -- but it doesn’t.
Shouldn’t the antonym of “decelerate”
be “celerate”? But since it’s accelerate,
then why aren’t the antonyms of the
words above “apport” and “appart”?
One can detoxify something toxic, but
there is no such word as toxify -- we
say to poison somebody. So why isn’t
the antonym of that to “depoison”,
“expoison”, unpoison” or “appoison”
instead of detoxify?
What a mixed up language! I could go
on, but I have probably bored you
enough already.
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“youngsters” in their eighties and nineties - one of whom declined an offer of coffee –
“coffee is not my cup of tea” she said. By
early afternoon there were no leftovers,
thanks to the wide variety of delicious dishes – salads and desserts – organized by Sue
Weller and Carole Lees, and provided by the
guests themselves. Thanks to David and
Sue for their kind hospitality and to all
those who set things up and gave us another memorable day in the Vicarage garden.

AroundRio

David Chew

Marcelo Henriques de Brito

• The Queen’s Birthday Honours list
for 2009 included Rio’s outstanding
musician and good friend of the
SCM, David Chew. The citation reads:
“David Vincent Wilkin CHEW, Cellist,
Music Teacher and Founding
Director of the Rio International
Cello Festival. For services to music in
Brazil.” David travelled to London to
receive the award. For his biography,
access <http://tiny.cc/VgA43>.
Congratulations, David!

• BCS member Marcelo Henriques de
Brito has been awarded the Prêmio
Ibmec Excelência de Ensino 2009.1,
(IBMEC Prize for Academic Excellence)
bestowed by the Conselho Regional
de Administração São Paulo (CRA-SP,
Regional Administration Council of
São Paulo) for excellent evaluation in
the discipline of International Finance
in the first semester of 2009. Congratulations, Professor Marcelo!

Mary Aune, Bryan Stanford, Jeanne Tompkins
and Jeannette Stanford at the Vicarage barbecue

A happy crowd joined the fun

Beatriz Anderson, Suzan Carter, Stevie Noren,
Anne Haar

• The Ladies' Itanhangá Open golf tournament was held on Wednesday and
Thursday, 16th and 17th September. The
weather was perfect, with some sun and yet
fairly cool and no rain. There were some
very good scores and the winners were:
Scratch - Cinara Conrado
1st category - Elza Ishi
2nd category - Andrea Cassinelli
3rd Category - Eveline Barki
Longest drive - Cristina Moreira
Nearest to the Pin - Anne Haar
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The tournament had several sponsors, the
main one being the Copacabana Palace
Hotel who gave a magnificent and very
complete tea to all participants and invited
guests, during which the winners were
announced. Wella was another important
sponsor, giving most of the prizes. Werner,
the hairdressing chain was also a sponsor,
as well as Carolina Herrera perfumes.
There was also a raffle with prizes supplied
by various fashion designers.

• The Ambulatório Praia do Pinto will
hold its annual fundraising luncheon
on Wednesday, 28th October at 1pm
at the Copacabana Palace Hotel, with
a fashion parade by VIA FLORES and
jewelry by KIM POOR. Tickets (R$200)
may be purchased from Sarita Galliez
- 2558-8410, Audrey Mason MBE 2535-0288 or Maria Wellisch at the
Ambulatório Praia do Pinto: 2527-7715.
• After several days of cold blustery winds
and rain the sun gloriously appeared on
Sunday, 30th August, helping to make the
Vicarage garden a very agreeable place to be.
While the Rev David was still in the Church
providing information about the ALPHA
course (introduction to the Christian faith),
Nicki and JAS McAra aided by son Jamie
and Altair Assis were busy setting up the
Churrasco. There was an impressive turn
out of folk from all sections of the
Community including many young couples
with their children, and also some lively

• There is a new sound in Christ
Church, and it is the sound of a
Johannus Opus25 organ, recently
imported from Holland and donated
by the Medeiros family, in memory of
Christine’s mother, Lucy Jackson
Williams, who was a well loved member of the congregation. Christ
Church is planning its first organ concert, which will be a fund-raising concert, the funds going to a project for
illuminating the East Window of the
church at night-time. These stained
glass windows are stunningly beautiful
during the day, but disappointingly
dark at night, when concerts are usually held in the church. The date has not
yet been set, but details will be sent to
all readers as soon as possible.

Assembling new Christ Church organ

ABOUT THE FCO
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This is where you’ll find information on all our key roles
from supporting British nationals overseas to promoting
British business to legalising documents.

Supporting British nationals overseas

Helping keep Britain safe
These pages set out our policy goals for the coming years.

Funding programmes
Our funding programmes help deliver our policy goals.
Find out about the different funding programmes we
organise.

Building strong relationships
We're building strong relationships, making progress
towards common goals with formal and informal stakeholder groups and communities in the UK and overseas.

Documents and legal services
Information about the various services we offer, from
legalisation to searching for legal documents.

Honours
The UK honours system recognises exceptional achievement and service to the nation. Find out more.
See: FCO website:
<http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/about-the-fco/what-we-do>

CHANGE OF GOVERNOR OF THE FALKLAND
ISLANDS
Mr Nigel Haywood CVO has been appointed Governor of
the Falkland Islands and Commissioner of South Georgia
and the South Sandwich Islands in succession to Mr Alan
Huckle.
Mr Haywood will take up his appointment during
September 2010.
Curriculum vitae
Full Name: Nigel Robert Haywood
Married to: (Mary) Louise Haywood
Children: Three sons
2008 – 2009: Basra, Iraq, Consul-General
2003 – 2008: Tallinn, Estonia, Ambassador

from the UK mainland and third countries working under
contract at either the Mount Pleasant Airfield, or in certain government positions that require specialist skills.
The Falkland Islands are one of 14 British Overseas
Territories. As such, the UK recognises and encourages
the Islanders’ right to self determination, including their
right to remain British if that is the wish, freely and democratically expressed, of its people.
The Falklands have been continuously, peacefully and
effectively inhabited and administered by Britain since
1833. The only exception to this was the brief illegal occupation by Argentine military forces in 1982.

Did you know?

• In 1690 John Strong, a British naval captain, took part in
the first recorded landing of the then uninhabited
Falkland Islands.
• He named the Islands after Viscount Falkland, who shortly afterwards became the First Lord of the Admiralty.
• Since 1992, the Islanders have been financially self sufficient in all areas except defence.
• 62,203 cruise ship passengers were cleared to land in
the Falklands between October 2007 and April 2008.
• The Falkland Islands have their own British postcode,
FIQQ 1ZZ, and commission their own postage stamps,
coins and banknotes.
- Press release, 1 Sep. 2009, FCO website
<http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/newsroom/latestnews/?view=PressR&id=20783903>

Foreign & Commonwealth Office

Every hour of every day, staff across our worldwide network of Embassies, High Commissions and Consulates are
helping British nationals.

Country information
The majority of the population of the Falkland Islands is
British by birth or descent. Indeed, many can trace their
family origins in the Islands back to the early nineteenth
century. The last census (in 2006) recorded 2,478 Falkland
Islanders. In addition to these, the census also recorded a
significant minority of resident Chileans and St Helenians.
Most of the remaining population comprises of people
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BRITISH & COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY

the Biodiversity and Health
Administrative Nucleus (NGBS).
Ben Gilbert will present some of the
plants and their medicinal uses that
have been identified and developed
as a result of studies carried out over
the last 50 years. The aim of the
NGBS is to get them produced on an
industrial scale for use in rural areas
where pharmacies are few and far
between, and for commercial
exploitation by the pharmaceutical
industry.

Rua São Sebastião,Rio de Janeiro,1827
(Fumagalli)

This presentation will take place at
the Jubilee Hall, behind Christ
Church at Real Grandeza 99,
Botafogo,
on
Tuesday,
10th
November. There's plenty of onsite
parking behind the Hall. The
presentation starts at 7.45pm,
preceded by drinks and snacks at
7pm. Unless Ben tells us otherwise
there will not be any free samples of
ayahuasca nor will those asking too
many questions be quieted with a
quick blowpipe full of curare.
Seriously though, you are welcome
to ask Ben any questions you have on
this topic and get answers from an
expert with a lifetme of experience
in the field.

Speaker Programme
The British Community in
Rio de Janeiro (1807-1867)
Dr Sylvia Lenz gave two interesting
talks in September on this subject,
which were much appreciated by her
audience, especially those whose
memories go back to their
grandparents’ times and photos.
She showed slides of many littleknown Brits and other immigrants
who helped build a cleaner city with
better public transport, and of the
pictures they painted in the precamera era of the cityscape before it
became the muddle it is now. She
also distributed texts from early
writings
by
the
immigrants,
complaining for example of traffic
jams even back then.

Medicinal Plants of Brazil
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The BCS is delighted to present the
next Speaker in the 2009
Programme, Dr. Benjamin Gilbert.
Ben is an expert on phytomedicines - medicines derived from natural
botanical sources. After getting his
doctorate from Bristol University in
1954 and completing post-doctoral
studies in natural products at Wayne
State University in the USA in 1957,
Ben arrived in Brazil in 1958 to help
set up a lab for the precursor of
EMBRAPA. In 1992 the programme
moved to FIOCRUZ in Rio de
Janeiro. Ben now acts as Technical
Adviser to the successor programme,

• Please let the BCS Office know if you
plan to attend so we can organize the
catering.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
Please note new contact information
for the Society:
contact@amsocrio.org
website <www.amsocrio.org>
New phone: 21 2125-9132

ST ANDREW SOCIETY
Caledonian Ball
This issue went to press before the
Ball on 3rd October. Watch for
pictures in next month’s issue.

Clan Gathering, Edinburgh
Here are some more photos of the
clan parade, taken by Mary Crawshaw.

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION
Christmas Bazaar

Albena Jansen, Heidi Wendt, Constanze Germershausen, Mike & Vanica Royster, Susan Marshall (owner
of Cachoeira Inn), Anna Whyte (as Marilyn Monroe). On stage Neville Thorley & The Midnight Hour Band

THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Let It Rock!
The InC had a successful fundraiser on
Friday, 18th September in the Clube
Paissandu, Leblon; 160 people rocked
until the wee hours of the morning with
Neville Thorley and The Midnight Hour
Band and a fantastic MC (Michael
Royster) who was barely recognizable in
his 50’s outfit with black, slicked back
hair, white socks and dark glasses. With
his help the InC raffled off prizes

including a Business round trip Sao
Paulo – Europe from Lufthansa,
jewellery donated by Francesca Romana
Diana, Isaac Moreno, Kamille Barnard,
Aneliese Bonaccorsi and a rug from
Isfahan.
The audience voted for the Best
Costume. The prize was donated by our
member Susan Marshall, owner of the
Cachoeira Inn pousada in Búzios. Vanica
Royster won a two night stay for two at
the pousada.

We are now only two months away from
the Christmas Bazaar. The ladies of the
WDA are working very hard on a
varied selection of embroidered
items such as hand towels, tea towels
etc., for the handicraft stall. These
articles make very nice Christmas
gifts. If you have not already done so,
please make a note in your agenda -this year the Bazaar will take place on
Saturday 5th December, from 2 pm.
As usual, it will be held in the Jubilee
Hall, Christ Church, Rua Real
Grandeza 99, Botafogo.
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Some of our readers will have
received our annual letter appealing
for items for the Swiss Lottery and
the Giant Raffle. Anything you can
send along to us, from small items of
propaganda such as pens bearing
your logo, agendas etc. to items that
can be included in the Raffle, will be
welcome. It is a good way to gain a
little free publicity and will help the
WDA so much to raise funds for the
different charities at the end of the
year. If you did not receive a copy of
the letter but would like to make
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some form of contribution, your
help will be much appreciated.

White Elephant Stall
This is another popular feature at
the Bazaar. On this stall we like to offer
items that are almost new and in
good condition that can be sold as
Christmas gifts as well as for personal use.
If you have anything you would like to
send along to us, such as household items
including ornaments, children’s toys,
games, jigsaw puzzles etc. please do so.

Reminder: Our marmalades,
pickles and chutneys
will only be on sale up to 15th
October, when we temporarily stop
selling these products in order to
stock up for the Christmas Bazaar.
We are counting on your support to
ensure the event will be a success.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL
The Night Crawlers

Deliveries can be made any day
during the week to Karen, secretary,
Christ Church, tel: 2226-7332, from
11am. to 2pm. or to the BCS secretary,
Gaynor, tel: 2537-6695 between 8.30am
and 4.30 pm. Please remember that
from 2-3.30pm. when the school finishes,
cars are not allowed into the grounds.

Christmas Crackers
For the benefit of those who may not
have seen the WDA write up last
month, as an experiment we are
producing a small quantity of boxes
of crackers without the bangers but
including an extra item in the
fillings. If you do purchase any of
these “new” crackers, could you
please let us have your opinion on
them by phoning to Olive at 33968498. It would be very helpful as it
will enable us to decide whether or
not to produce them again next year.
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Senior School Drama Production
1, 2 & 3 October, 8pm
Av. Pasteur 429, Urca
Drama and betrayal, and, ultimately,
heart-breaking bravery take us into
the world of the undead, of popular
culture, and of teenage rebellion.
An adventurous, adapted musical
piece and a true ensemble performance, marks a departure from the
usual musical offering from The
British School students and promises to be an entertaining and
exciting evening out!

support to Rio’s street children. The
main purpose of the visit was to
present a cheque for R$1.000,00
(money raised by the students
through various events) and
maintain contact with the children.
Our students took toys, games and
much-needed hygiene supplies. The
morning was spent playing with the
small children, creating art and
playing football with the teenage
boys. Despite having Class 9’s star
player on the team (Mariana
Cecchini), the school team lost both
games they played!
Valuable life lessons were learned,
especially from talking to a resident
who was one of the first people to be
helped by Casa Jimmy. An orphan
aged 8 living on the streets in Copacabana selling sweets, she was given
a home and an education and is now,
aged 22, studying Law at university
and helping at Casa Jimmy in her
spare time. The opportunity to share
experiences with her was invaluable
for our students, who made contacts
they would like to maintain.

Casa Jimmy - NGO Task Brazil
Six months ago, a year after their
first visit and their fund-raising
efforts, 34 Class 9 students and 4
teachers spent a Saturday morning
with the residents of Casa Jimmy in
Santa Teresa -- a home run by the
NGO Task Brazil, set up to offer

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
A British alumnus, class of 2008,
who has just finished a year at a
university in England tells of his
positive experiences on p.18.
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Only in Bulgaria…
The draw of the same six winning numbers twice in a
row in Bulgaria's national lottery was a freak
coincidence, officials said Thursday, 17th September.
Sports Minister Svilen Neikov ordered an investigation
after the numbers 4, 15, 23, 24, 35 and 42 were selected,
in a different order, by a machine live on television on
6th & 10th September.
– Reuters

Only in Iran…
Iranian police warned shopkeepers Tuesday 22nd
September not to use mannequins without headscarves
or which exposed body curves, official news agency
IRNA reported.
– Reuters

Only in the USA...
A Florida woman was sentenced on Monday 21st
September to a year and a day in prison for keeping her
dead mother's body in a bedroom for years while
collecting more than $230,000 in pension benefits,
prosecutors said.
– Reuters
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Links(on the website)
• Things to do
• Places to visit
• Places to stay

Where can I find more information?
Things to do
Trinidad and Tobago is a diverse, multicultural country
where just about everything is celebrated. Our worldfamous Carnival is the highlight for many, but there are
festivals, concerts and special events going on all year
long. Our diverse landscape – including pristine beaches,
untouched rainforests and vibrant cities – also provides
the setting for a wide range of activities. Follow the links
below for more information on the many things to do in
Trinidad and Tobago.
Links
• Calendar of Events
• Public Holidays
• Holidays and Festivals
• Trinidad and Tobago Carnival

Places to visit
Trinidad and Tobago is home to a breathtaking range of
natural, cultural, historic and architectural sites. Follow
the links below for information on the many attractions
and places to see in Trinidad and Tobago.
Links
• Sites and attractions

Places to stay
Trinidad and Tobago has accommodation to suit every
traveller, no matter what your budget or the type of

vacation you are looking for. The Tourism Development
Company Limited inspects and approves tourist
accommodation to ensure it meets minimum standards.
Please follow the link below for a list of approved
accommodation, from hotels to guesthouses to villas.
Link
• Accommodation guide
Where can I find more information?
For more information on planning your Trinidad and
Tobago vacation, please visit the websites below, or
contact the Tourism Development Company Limited.
Tourism Development Company Limited
Level 1 Maritime Centre
29 Tenth Street
Barataria
Trinidad, West Indies
Tel. (868) 675-7034-7
Fax. (868) 675-7772
E-mail: info@tdc.co.tt
Opening hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm, Monday to Friday,
except public holidays.

Commonwealth

Whether you are seeking adventure,
culture or nightlife, Trinidad and Tobago is
waiting to amaze you.
From the
cosmopolitan streets of Port-of-Spain to the
tranquil beaches of Tobago, there is
something here for everyone. Whether
you are an international visitor seeking a
relaxing vacation or a resident looking for
a weekend getaway, there are resources on
the internet to help you plan the perfect
trip.
Please go to the website
<http://www.gov.tt/nonnational> and see the
Quick Links section on the left of the
screen for some helpful websites, or visit
the About T&T section of this site by
following the link at the top left of the screen.

More links
• Go Trinidad and Tobago
• Visit Tobago
• Ministry of Tourism
[Editor’s Note:
Trinidad and Tobago ambassador to Brazil Mrs. Monica
Clement was guest of honour at the BCS Commonwealth
60th Anniversary Celebration party earlier this year, and
arranged for a steel band musician from her country to
visit the British School and tune their steel pans – see
stories and photos in The Umbrella, April p.4 &
September p.8.]

D O Y O U T H I N K Y O U M I G H T H AV E A D R I N K I N G P RO B L E M ?
AA meetings in English in Rio de Janeiro:
SUNDAYS - Copacabana: Av. N. S. de Copacabana, 435/1005 - 6 to 7 pm
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS - Botafogo - Rua Real Grandeza, 99 - 6-7 pm.
SATURDAYS - Ipanema - Rua Visconde de Pirajá, 156/610 - 4-5 pm.
Any questions please call
Mr Bob N. 21 2543 5437
or Serge - (21) 9974 8824 sergebdk@gmail.com
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CHRIST CHURCH

Communication
DAVID WELLER
Dear All,
Our Church web site has now been up
and running for almost a year
<http://christchurch.no-ip.org>. From the
website you can send an e-mail directly
to me. It’s a facility that’s well used and
most weeks there are all kinds of e-mails
that demand some kind of response.
In recent weeks there was one from a
young man asking about the Anglican
Church’s view on homosexuality, a
Church in Bethlehem wanted to sell me
some olive wood crosses and a Vicar
from England wrote to ask if we could
look after his son who was backpacking
across South America. A quick look
behind the scenes reveals that the site

has been viewed in over sixty different
countries, it’s received hundreds of hits
and the most popular section is “this
week’s sermon”. That keeps Sue and I
on our toes, ensuring that what we
deliver on a Sunday can also be communicated to make good sense, across
the world.
A while ago I was rooting around in the
cupboards that can be found off the balcony at the back of Christ Church.
There I found some old Christ Church
magazines from the 1930’s. To my
absolute delight I found in one a photograph and an article describing how the
Bishop of Falkland Islands and most of
South America the Rt Rev. Jack Weller,
my Great-Uncle, had visited and

preached at Christ Church in 1938.
The article was fascinating and it
describes how Bishop Jack preached
then about communicating the Christian faith. He scarcely could have
known how the world would have
looked 70 years later and how his
great-nephew could write a sermon
that could be read within seconds in
almost every corner of the world.
Anyone care to suggest how we’ll be
communicating with each other 70
years from now?
But what does not change is the love
of God for all those he has created.
Bishop Jack’s life was chequered to say
the least, but after becoming a
Christian and allowing God to turn
his life around, he dedicated his
remaining years so that others should
know the same love that had found
him. In his memory and for my late
parents I intend to do the same.
Yours ever,
Rev. David

What is the point of life? What happens when we die? What relevance does Jesus have for our lives today?
How do we deal with guilt?
If you would like to explore any of these questions, then Alpha is
for you.

Have you missed out?
Our present course is now well underway,
but if you’d like to join our next Alpha course,
just drop us a line.
All welcome. Please contact Rev. David Weller for further information and to register
for the course, riochaplain@gmail.com, tel. 2539 9488.
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The Help
by Kathryn Stockett
Fiction 464 pp.

The budding social activist begins to
collect the stories of the black women
on whom the country club sets relies
and mistrusts enlisting the help of
Aibileen, a maid who's raised 17
children, and Aibileen's best friend
Minny,
who's
found
herself
unemployed more than a few times
after mouthing off to her white
employers. The book Skeeter puts
together based on their stories is
scathing and shocking, bringing pride
and hope to the black community,
while giving Skeeter the courage to
break down her personal boundaries
and pursue her dreams. Assured and
layered, full of heart and history, this
one has bestseller written all over it.

Outliers: The Story of
Success
by Malcolm Gladwell
Nonfiction 320 pp.
Amazon Best of the Month,
November 2008
Now that he's got us talking about the
viral life of ideas and the power of gut
reactions, Malcolm Gladwell poses a
more provocative question in Outliers:
why do some people succeed, living
remarkably productive and impactful

lives, while so many more never reach
their potential? Challenging our
cherished belief of the "self-made
man," he makes the democratic
assertion that superstars don't arise out
of nowhere, propelled by genius and
talent: "they are invariably the
beneficiaries of hidden advantages and
extraordinary opportunities and
cultural legacies that allow them to
learn and work hard and make sense of
the world in ways others cannot."
Examining the lives of outliers from
Mozart to Bill Gates, he builds a
convincing case for how successful
people rise on a tide of advantages,
"some deserved, some not, some
earned, some just plain lucky."
Outliers can be enjoyed for its bits of
trivia, like why most pro hockey players
were born in January, how many hours
of practice it takes to master a skill, why
the descendents of Jewish immigrant
garment workers became the most
powerful lawyers in New York, how a
pilots' culture impacts their crash
record, how a centuries-old culture of
rice farming helps Asian kids master
math. But there's more to it than that.
Throughout all of these examples--and
in more that delve into the social
benefits of lighter skin color, and the
reasons for school achievement gaps-Gladwell invites conversations about
the complex ways privilege manifests in
our culture. He leaves us pondering
the gifts of our own history, and how

the world could benefit if more of our
kids were granted the opportunities to
fulfill their remarkable potential.

Right of Thirst
by Frank Huyler
Fiction 384 pp.

Books

What perfect timing for this optimistic,
uplifting debut novel (and maiden
publication of Amy Einhorn's new
imprint) set during the nascent civil
rights movement in Jackson, Miss.,
where black women were trusted to
raise white children but not to polish
the household silver. Eugenia Skeeter
Phelan is just home from college in
1962, and, anxious to become a writer,
is advised to hone her chops by writing
about what disturbs you.

Empty following the slow death of his
wife and on sabbatical to put his life
back together, cardiologist Charles
Anderson finds himself volunteering as
the doctor on site at a refugee camp on
the other side of the globe. But when
the refugees never arrive and tensions
rise to dangerous proportions with a
bordering country, he finds that even
his altruistic intentions don't follow
their planned course.
This is a haunting story of a man trying
to escape himself when all that he has
done to make himself seems so
pointless. It is a story of husbands and
fathers, servants and masters, stature
and status. It is achingly beautiful and
horrifyingly ugly. And shows just what
man will do for his family. He paints a
fascinating picture of cultural
differences through the eyes of his
American doctor in the unnamed
Islamic country. The struggle. The
pride. Striving. Family. And how, even
though we are so very different, in the
end, we are much the same.
Continued on page 15
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Stan Getz: But Beautiful
MARTIN HESTER
Stan Getz and Bill Evans Trio: But
Beautiful
Originally released 1974.
Imagine a torrent of melodic invention like
a mountain stream – sometimes threading
through airy heights, sometimes rushing
headlong through rapids, then broadening out
in wide still pools, or wandering through
beautiful tranquil meadows... the lovely tone
of Stan Getz’s tenor saxophone could do
all these things. Sometimes cool, sometimes
warm - sometimes intense emotion breaking out - always improvised, spontaneous
and absolutely precise rhythmically.
Participating in swing bands from an early
age, in the 50s Stan achieved fame for
“cool” jazz in small groups, before adopting Bossa Nova and helping lift it to fame.

In the early 50s his career was in full flow
– in the first five years he recorded 40
albums, mostly with titles like Stan Getz
Plays, Stan Getz Special etc and in polls
he was voted the outstanding jazz tenor
sax player in successive years. In 1955
Stan flew to Sweden where he was well
known, but became very ill; however, a
fan from a wealthy Swedish family, Monica
Silfverskiold, decided it was her mission
in life to take care of him –they became
engaged in Sweden and married later in
the US when he divorced from his first
wife (three children with the first, two
with the second). In 1958 they moved to
live in Denmark; Stan was now very well
off, and his playing was admired all over
Europe.

Jazz musician
Stanley Gayetzky was born in 1927, the
son of Ukrainian Jewish immigrants to the
USA. Although he was a top student in
high school, he showed a great interest in
musical instruments, and a talent for music
– he could hum all the Benny Goodman
clarinet solos from memory, he was good at
sight reading and had an excellent musical
memory. When his father gave him a saxophone at age 13, he set about practising
all day, and soon was good enough to be
invited to join bands, while he could earn
money playing gigs. In 1943, at 16, he was
accepted for the band lead by trombonist
Jack Teagarden; in 1944 he joined Stan
Kenton’s band, and in 1945 Benny
Goodman. In 1946 he married Beverly
Berne (a jazz singer) and began working
in a group called Woody Herman’s Second
Herd, which had a famous sax section –
known as the Four Brothers. Although big
bands mostly played from a written score,
the soloists could improvise as they wanted and as the mood took them. A solo of
Stan’s on “Early Autumn” became a hit....
but to the audience, not to Getz, who
once commented: “It’s a nice solo, [but] I
don’t understand why it was such an
earth-shaking thing. It’s just another ballad solo for me.... my music is something
that’s done and forgotten about”. (You
can find this sound track on YouTube).
However, this brief solo brought him to
notice, and when he left the Herd in 1950
(age 23), he was already being invited to
share the bill with other top-flight jazz
musicians, like Charlie Parker and Lester
Young, and for the rest of his life he was
his own band leader.
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Bossa Nova
On returning to the USA in 1961, Stan
found that musical tastes had moved on,
and he was not really inspired by the
modal improvisations then in vogue. He
recorded an innovative album called
Focus, which was a commercial flop,
although he regarded it as his best work.
Then he linked up with guitarist Charlie
Byrd, who had just returned from a trip to
Brazil where he heard Bossa Nova, and
they recorded an album called Jazz
Samba. This was a hit, and gave a new
impulse to Getz’s career. There was a
launching of “genuine” Bossa Nova in
New York in November 1962, when most
of the leading Brazilian exponents travelled there, and afterwards a recording
session was arranged which had Stan
Getz on tenor sax, João Gilberto guitar,
Tom Jobim piano, Tião Neto bass and
Milton Banana on percussion – and so the
rhythm had a subtlety and ginga authentically Brazilian. Astrud Gilberto, João’s
wife, sang the lyrics in English on some
tracks, and her simple clear voice, melodious and unaffected, added a special
charm to the disk, which was already destined to be a classic. Vintage Gilberto and

Jobim were beautifully complemented by
Getz’s warm sound, and his improvisations, if not adventurous, were completely apposite. It took some six months
before the album Getz/Gilberto was
released, together with a single with Girl
from Ipanema and Corcovado – but both
were hits, and established careers in the
States for everyone (except Tião and
Milton!). Not only that, but it established
Bossa Nova as a new musical trend, and
spread its fame worldwide.

The later years
Getz remained closely associated with
Bossa Nova for many years, but always
kept to his roots of jazz, experimenting
with different styles. Well known and
appreciated through the Americas and
Europe, he moved around, playing in
clubs, festivals, and concerts, called by
the White House to play on special occasions. Always he played with his beautiful
characteristic sound, a mastery of his
instrument which appeared effortless, and a
never-exhausted creativity: Every improvisation was different: every time he played,
something new happened – sometimes
more inspired, sometimes less. He based
himself in California, and taught at
Stanford University, combining it with
touring. His recording legacy is immense:
360 albums over a 50-year career.
The CD But Beautiful was recorded live in
a concert in Holland in 1974. It brought
Stan Getz together with the Bill Evans Trio,
which had Eddie Gomez on bass and Marty
Morell on drums. Since Stan and Bill were
both outstanding white jazz musicians,
adept at slow ballads, some moving playing
could be expected – and indeed it happened on The Peacocks, a cool, number.
Stan plays the melody, not straying far in
his improvisations, while Bill on the piano
produces the enigmatic chords which only
he seems able to conjure up. But the two
musicians show very different skills on
Funkallero, a fast number, also composed
by Bill. Here we are in the essence of jazz
– inventing interesting phrases which fit
over a sequence of chords (here quite
simple ones), and build up a tremendous
swinging rhythmic impulse. Both show
they are masters at it – particularly Getz
who rolls out chorus after chorus of precise, wildly swinging phrases.
It’s very easy to hear great recordings of
Stan Getz – go to his official web site
www.stangetz.net, and each page you
choose has a different piece playing in
the background – the song and the
recording are noted on the left.
So tune in to the warm, lyrical sax of Stan
Getz – and...
Good Listening!

CAR AIR-CONDITIONING

Acceptable benzene level indoors is 50 mg per sq. ft. A
car parked indoors with windows closed will contain 400800 mg of benzene. If parked outdoors under the sun at
a temperature above 60 degrees F (10 degrees C), the
benzene level goes up to 2000-4000 mg, 40 times the
acceptable level.* People who get into the car, keeping
windows closed will inevitably and rapidly inhale excessive
amounts of the toxin. Benzene is a toxin that affects your
kidneys and liver. What's worse, it is extremely difficult for
your body to expel the stuff. So open the windows and
doors of your car, giving time for the interior to air out
and dispel the stuff, before you turn on the air
conditioner to circulate and get a big blast of toxic
benzene!
Contributed by Derrick Phillips
*[Warning: These figures are all wrong. To start with, they
should be mg per cu.ft. – cubic foot, and the average car has more
than 16 cu.ft. of airspace (roughly equal to 16 box-type PC
monitors). But in any case, it uses less fuel to open a window for
a couple of minutes and let the hot air blow out, than to cool all
the hot air in the car. – Ed.]
[From: Urban Legends website:
<http://urbanlegends.about.com/od/automobiles/a/benzene_in
_car.htm>
Description: Email rumor
Circulating since: May 2009
Status: Partly true / Overblown]

Books...

INSOMNIA
Many people, including doctors and insomniacs
themselves, believe that sleeplessness is the patient's fault:
too much caffeine and stress, irregular bedtimes, lack of
exercise. In fact, no one knows what causes it, but the
effects of insomnia are clear: as Gayle Greene, a professor
of literature and women's studies at Scripps College,
California shows in her book, sleep deprivation kills
creativity, reduces levels of the hormones needed to
repair cells and is directly linked to weight gain and
memory loss, high blood pressure and diabetes.
Insomniacs are usually referred to mental health
practitioners or the growing number of sleep labs
offering behavior modification or drugs (which in
Greene’s experience always build tolerance rapidly,
necessitating ever-larger doses).

Health

Do not turn on A/C as soon as you enter the car on a
HOT day. Open the windows first upon entering your car
to let the car air out for a bit, and then turn on the airconditioning. Here's why: According to research, the car
dashboard, upholstery and air freshener emit benzene, a
carcinogen (cancer-causing toxin -- take time to observe
the smell of heated plastic in your car). In addition to
causing cancer, benzene poisons your bones, causes
anemia and reduces white blood cells. Prolonged
exposure may cause leukemia, increasing the risk of
cancer. It may also cause miscarriage.

No one can describe a journey better than someone who's
made the trip, and now you can read Insomniac by Gayle
Greene (Memoir 520 pp.) The author is a lifetime insomniac,
and her exploration of the disorder is both fascinating
and disturbing. This is a somewhat cranky book, Greene
admits, and rightly so. You can't live with this problem as
long as she has, you can't be blown off and written off as
many times as she has, and not get cross. Supplementing her
own experience with that of other chronic insomniacs
and a look at the science of sleep, Greene offers an
enjoyable and informative account that will provoke even
readers who get their full eight hours a night.

continued from page 13

Strength in What Remains
by Tracy Kidder
Non-fiction – 277pp.
That 63-year-old Tracy Kidder may have
just written his finest work — indeed,
one of the truly stunning books I’ve
read this year — is proof that the secret
to memorable nonfiction is so often
the writer’s readiness to be surprised.
Strength in What Remains is an
unlikely story about an unreasonable
man. Deo was a young medical student
who fled the genocidal civil war in
Burundi in 1994 for the uncertainty of
New York City. Against absurd odds--he
arrived with little money and less
English and slept in Central Park while
delivering groceries for starvation

wages -- his own ambition and a few
kind New Yorkers led him to Columbia
University and, beyond that, to medical
school and American citizenship. That
his rise followed a familiar immigrant's
path to success doesn't make it any less
remarkable, but what gives Deo's story
its particular power is that becoming an
American citizen did not erase his
connection to Burundi, in either his
memory or his dreams for the future.
Writing with the same modest but
dogged empathy that made his recent
Mountains Beyond Mountains (about
Deo's colleague and mentor, Dr. Paul
Farmer) a modern classic, Tracy
Kidder follows Deo back to Burundi,
where he recalls the horrors of his
narrow escape from the war and begins
to build a medical clinic where none

had been before. Deo's terrible journey
makes his story a hard one to tell; his
tirelessly hopeful but clear-eyed efforts
make it a gripping and inspiring one to
read.
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Richmond, Then & Now

London Letter

The London Borough of Richmond is where several expat
and returnee Brits from Rio have residences. A Swiss
newspaper recently described with shock that in this “chic”
part of London, the local police were stealing articles from
cars left unlocked. The idea was that when the theft is
reported to the police, they return the articles to the
owners with a stern warning not to leave their cars
unlocked in future. In the first month of this strange
experiment, only one article was in fact “stolen” – in the
other 9 attempts the cops were caught in the act by the
owners. A local lawyer is said to have described the whole
thing as an invasion of privacy.
They have been tearing up and replacing the pavements in
the Richmond shopping streets for couple of years now,
but have done nothing for a residential side street on the
other side of the bridge in Twickenham, where a nursery
school is located and every single paving stone is cracked
and uneven. I saw a mother wearing low heels carrying her
small child trip and almost drop her precious burden
there.
An unfortunate proliferation of petty prohibitions has
been afflicting the ancient borough of late. Last year there
were signs affixed to the lamp-posts along the Thames
towpath proclaiming it a zone where abusive anti-social
behavior was prohibited. This year those signs have been
replaced by “This is a Controlled Drinking Zone”.
Passersby may be required to hand over beverages they
may be drinking or carrying to the police or a local
Community Support Officer (whatever that is), and if they
resist, be arraigned and fined up to £500! Has rowdyism on

Nicknamed TJ (Tall Jenny), she
manages to balance her career as
a client manager for an investment
bank with the England Women’s
rugby team. She has also played
rugby for Canada when she was
growing up in Vancouver and is a
talented basketball player.
Club: Richmond
Caps: 53
Debut: Spain 00
Height: 1.86m
Weight: 83kg
DOB: 26/02/69

the towpath increased to such an extent that it constitutes
a public nuisance, or has the tolerance of drunken
behaviour there decreased? Sadly, the old-fashioned
street-lamps on the Thames Path are being replaced by hitech halogen models, I suppose to save energy. There is
also a notice saying swimming in the Thames is
“discouraged” due to strong currents, submerged objects
and pollution. I was under the impression that the river
had been cleaned up.
Among other changes, the Post Office has been relocated
to the first floor of W.H.Smith’s, part of a nationwide move
to sell Post Office property. We were sad to see the related
demise of our little local P.O. in the back of the corner
store. Telephone kiosks now sport large posters with a black
image of an alien monster overlaid by the universal red
circle-&-slash No Entry sign, with the slogan “Restricted
Phonebox Humans Only.” More understandable is the
poster on the door of the local Odeon with the same image
saying “THIS CINEMA FOR HUMANS ONLY, Report
Non-Humans”, and a London phone number -- there
seems to have been a rash of films about extra-terrestrials
lately. What next?
At the smart end of Richmond bridge, at the head of the
path down to the river, there is a bronze bust of General
Bernardo O’Higgins, liberator of Chile from Spanish rule,
in full military regalia and impressive sideburns. The plinth
says he was a student from 1795, when he was 17 years old
until 1798, in Richmond where he presumably got his
revolutionary ideas. What a different Richmond he must
have seen! Horse-drawn cabs and carriages, ladies in
crinolines from the Royal Household picnicking on the
grassy slopes of Richmond Hill, overlooked by the fine
period buildings which still stand there, the sails of wherries
passing by on the tree-lined bend of the Thames below.
The now 300-year-old black walnut tree in Marble Hill Park
would have been a mere centenarian then, and some of the
ancient, hollow oaks on the towpath have since died and
been felled. But with its vast deer park (the deer let you get
almost near enough to touch them) boasting 14 wildfowlfilled lakes and ponds, Richmond is still the greenest
borough of London.
To end on a cheerful note, Richmond Women’s Rugby
Football Club got their preparations for the new season off
to a flying start at the beginning of September this year,
with a 113-0 friendly victory over touring Dutch side Lieden
DIOK. (see photo) – Ed.
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PET’S CORNER

Six ways so save your
furniture
MARGRIT OYENS
I’ve always felt that people who are too
fussy about their “things” should maybe rethink having pets or kids. When my husband and I first consolidated our households and his nice leather sofas came to
live with us, I was in a dither over whether
or not the cats would shred them to pieces.
I needn’t have worried. Whether it was
because the material wasn’t appealing to
the cats as a scratching post, or because
they were enticed by better alternatives,
the sofas have survived unscathed. Yours
can, too. Here are a few tips on how to win
the battle of the scratchers.

1] Provide a sturdy untippable
scratching post
Fluffy is unlikely to use a scratching post that
tips over on her. The post you select should
be strong and stable. Cheapo single-post
scratchers with small bases are likely to be
pulled back on top of your cat when she
gets a really good scratch going, at which
point she’s unlikely to use it again. You want
to get a well-engineered scratching post that
won’t fall back on top of your cat.
Our cats have a couple of cat trees that are
supported by four scratching-post columns.
They’re impossible to tip, and they’re the
favorite scratchers of three of our four cats.

scratchers are also available. If your cat
doesn’t take to one, try another orientation.
Sprinkling the surface with catnip can
entice them to use a new scratcher.

3] Find a scratching material that
your cat likes.
Like orientation, cats also have preferences
when it comes to the scratching surface.
Sisal, cedar, carpet and cardboard are the
most common materials used in making
scratchers. Sisal rope is easy and inexpensive to replace when it gets ratty. Even better, sisal material (looks like carpet) withstands years of scratching while still looking good as new, although you’ll pay a premium for it. Some cats will only scratch
wood, in which case a wood-based scratcher is best. Cardboard scratchers are
extremely popular with my cats. If you have
multiple cats, an assortment of materials
will ensure that everyone’s happy.

4] Is your post tall enough?

6] Deter scratching with tapes
and sprays.

Generally, a scratching post should be tall
enough for your cat to stretch out fully
when scratching, since scratching and
stretching go together. Unless your cat is
extremely small, your post should be at
least 28-inches high. Higher is better, but
make sure it can’t tip when used.

There are tapes that specifically deter cats
from scratching sofas, stereo speakers and
other furniture. Cats hate the sticky surface, and avoid taped areas. Herbal sprays
like Bitter Apple can also act as a deterrent.

2] Select a scratcher that fits your 5] Do you have enough scratchers?
cat’s preferred scratching orientation. Cats don’t just scratch to keep their nails in
Some cats prefer vertical surfaces; others
prefer horizontal. Slanted 45-degree

they scratch. If you have multiple cats or a
large home, you need more than a single
scratcher in the back bedroom. Distribute
them throughout the house. And, if a scratcher is not getting used, try relocating it.

shape; they also mark their territory
through scent glands in their paws when

(Courtesy of the Catster Newsletter about
all things cat)
(Suggestions to
< margrit.cats@terra.com.br >)
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What’s a UK University like?
Johnny Gray, Escola Americana do Rio de
Janeiro, Class of 2008

Alumnus Letter

Picking a university in the UK was
one of my most difficult decisions,
especially when presented with a
choice of more than 100 institutions.
It was important to have a couple of
things in mind before choosing a
university that suited me. Namely: Is
it a campus university or a university
based in a city? Is it close to home or
far away? Does it have a good social
atmosphere including sport facilities
and societies? Before starting at the
University of York I was faced with
this choice and had to consider these
questions. At the time of my
application I did not have a
preference between a campus or a
city university and therefore
included both types in my choices. It
was not until I began living at the
University of York that I found out a
campus university was for me. The
combination of wide open spaces,
duck-inhabited lake and greenery is
very much different from the
bustling metropolitan city life. It
seemed a much more tranquil and
easy-going atmosphere. I have really
enjoyed the open greens where in
the summer you can lie down and
sunbathe while reading a book and
in the winter have snowball fights
with your mates. One thing is for
certain. You feel freer than in the
city. I have found this has helped me
enjoy studying more and helped me
relax from time to time when things
are stressful.
If you are a sports person like I am or
just
enjoy
playing
some
uncompetitive sport, you will find
campus universities are better
equipped with sports facilities than
those in big cities. That is not to say
universities in the city do not offer
sports. They just don’t have the space
to host a wide selection of activities.
The University of York has a huge
selection of sports and activities on
offer, most of which are practiced on
campus. It has a sports hall with
indoor courts a dance hall and a
gym. It also has an Astro-turf field
which can host a variety of ball
games, and the outdoor tennis
courts are nearby. A little way off the
main core of the campus, beyond the
sports centre, there are 22 acres of
playing fields set up for cricket,
football, rugby and all kinds of
different sports. These facilities
played a big part in my choice of the
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King’s Manor, York, Faculty of Archaeology

Langwith College, 2007

University of York. Another perfect
arrangement is the fact that the
university is located in the North of
England. This gives me a good
degree of freedom from home and
yet I can hop on a train and be back
in London within two hours!
The first term at the University of
York usually starts in mid-October
and the final term finishes in early
July. There are of course breaks in
between, including a long winter and
spring break. I am currently reading
History/Economics, a joint degree.
York has a very good reputation for
its history courses and with York city
being in itself a centre of history, I
knew I could expect a great deal. My
timetable changes every term when I
change modules, but in general I
have about 6 lectures per week and 3
or 4 seminars. Most of these are an
hour long and in some cases two.
From my first year experience I can
say that the professors for both
history and economics are very
professional and friendly. Some are

openly enthusiastic about their
subjects while others are intense.
They are all very qualified in their
respective fields and have all
published on numerous occasions.
Since joining the University of York I
have felt at home, especially with the
people I have met and the friends that
I have made. The residence halls were
a great place to live – I was in Langwith College -- and the atmosphere
encouraged friendship. I made very
good friends within the first week of
term and am now living with those
same 9 friends in a rented house off
campus for my second year.

Only in Rio...
At least 918,000 traffic fines
have not been collected
because the transportation
department hasn’t paid the
Post Office to deliver the
notices.
- O Globo 20 Sep. 2009

Marmite - you either love it or hate it!
kill her, they were so upset by the destruction of their
precious pot of Marmite!
I have always believed it to be a healthy food and
remember how a lower salted version used to be supplied
at English health clinics to pregnant women and their
young children. Vegamite is similar but not the same.
If you don’t feel like eating anything after suffering a
stomach upset a little toast and Marmite will do
wonders. Why don’t we make Marmite in Brazil? After
all some Brazilians do develop a taste for it, and I am
quite sure there would be enough brewers waste to be
able to make it here -- we drink plenty of beer!

ISudoku

For many years I could only get Marmite by asking friends
coming from England to tuck some into their luggage (the
situation remains the same now too) and you should have
seen the look on the faces of those in customs who dared to
smell it! But my children all loved it and many of my 25
grandchildren love Marmite too even though their Brazilian
fathers or mothers are not too keen. One of my sons-in-law
hates it including the smell, but because he loves his
children will bravely spread it on their bread. On one
occasion when a careless maid allowed a jar to drop onto
the floor where it broke completely, the poor girl could not
understand why the two children in her care almost tried to

Result for September

Noreen Smith
I was brought up on Marmite since before WWII,
and reared my own six children in the 1960’s on
Marmite too. But then in 1972 we came to Brazil
– and NO MARMITE! Other things that we had
been used to buy off the shelf in England were
no longer available, like baked beans, fish and
chips from the shop up the road for Friday
lunch and so on. But most of them I was
able to reproduce at home and probably a
healthier version than we had been
accustomed to buying ready prepared – but
not Marmite! I even wrote to the Marmite
factory asking for the recipe, but to no avail – I
understand they would have had to kill me if I found
out the secrets of making Marmite!
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THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION XWORDS
SOLUTION FOR SEPTEMBER: Across: 6. Flake, 7 Who-dun-it, 10 Annette, 11 Achieve, 12 Bathtub, 13 Murrain, 14 Consignment, 19 Whopper,
21 Memento, 23 Equator, 25 Nuclear, 26 Maharaja, 27 Occur. Down: 1. Magnetic, 2 Sextet, 3 Sweet-brier, 4 Nova, 5 Cinema, 6 Flabby,
8 Unhorse, 9 Seine, 13 Monumental, 15 Naphtha, 16 Tendency, 17 Owlet, 18 Horror, 20 Ocular, 22 Macron, 24 Rear.

Sudoku

Across: 1. Straight talk (5-8); 8. Operatic oratório (4); 9. Dead (10); 10. Ship's bed (4); 11. Can cause a 9 across situation (8); 12. carryover from past marriage (9); 14. Used on waists or windows (4); 15. Organised (sometimes) urban complex (4); 16. Chronometer (4-5);
20. Strangle (8); 21. Call by 'phone in the UK (4); 22. Itinerant tradesman (10); 23. Web log (4); 24. Where one puts the glue (8-5)
Down: 1. - Wooden tile floor (7); 2. Where you're taken by surprise (5); 3. Give sustenance (7); 4. Mufti cop could disassemble slot
machine plan (5-7,3); 5. Each by itself (6); 6. Mistress (9); 7. Between blackish and whitish (7); 13. A meddly (3-6); 15. Collusion (7);
17. Looks like a white carrot (7); 18. Brew up (7); 19. Quick-as-a-flash public nudity (6); 21. Jewish leader (5)
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Classified Ads
Buying & Selling

LEBLON RENTAL: Apartment for rent one block
from the beach. View of
the ocean, totally secure,
large pool, inside garden, 4
bedrooms. To reach the
beach, just cross the street.
Heloísa –Tels: 2255 7679 –
8719 0103.

URGENT - Family car One to two year old car
needed for Christ Church
Chaplain. If you are looking to sell please contact
the office - Tel: 2226-7332 chchurch@terra.com.br

COPACABANA RENTAL:
Apartment to rent near
Copacabana Palace. Rua
Duvivier, 21 – Please call
owner at 2541 8622 –
English spoken.

An alleged boss in the
Naples-based Camorra
crime syndicate kept a
crocodile weighing 40
kilograms (88 pounds)
and 1.7 meters (5.6 feet)
long, on his terrace. He
used to invite victims to
his home and threaten
to set the animal on
them if they didn't pay
protection money or
grant him favors.
– AP 23 Sep. 2009

Only in Trinidad...
…could the Lion Steel
Band website show the
image of a tiger!
<http://www.africancaribbean-ents.com/lion.html>

Only in Italy...

DEADLINE for our November 2009 edition is
MONDAY, OCTOBER

19 (2nd-to-last Monday of the

month). Please send your articles – letters –
ads as soon as possible. Thank you
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01-03 TBS The Night Crawlers Urca, 8pm
02 InC Happy Hour Rio Scenarium, 7pm
03 AmSoc Cajun Night
03 SAS Caledonian Ball, 8pm
06 InC New Members Gathering, 10am
10 SAS Macaé Ceilidh, 7:30pm
15 InC Cafezinho, 10am
21 InC Jewelery designer Maria Oiticica visit 9:30am
30 InC General Meeting, 10:30am

NOVEMBER
02 Finados service Gamboa 12 noon
03 InC New Members Gathering 10am
06 RBL Annual Gala Dinner Dance, 7.30pm
07 InC Visit to cachaça distillery “Magnifica”
& coffee farm Pão Grande 9am
08 RBL Remembrance Sunday Service, 10:30am
10 BCS Talk “Medicinal Plants” 7pm
19 InC Cafezinho, 10am

DECEMBER
04 InC Holiday Bazaar *changed date* 10:30am
03 WDA Christmas Bazaar
07 SCM Christmas concert
10 InC Cafezinho São Conrado 10am
12 BCS Family Christmas Party 6pm
13 Christ Church Community Carol Service, 7pm
14 SCM Sing-along “Messiah”

Calendar

Real Estate

OCTOBER

